
What’s New



Cicero
Cicero is wonderfully unexpected jewel of a collec5on. This 
lively dynamic pa;ern is accented with metallic details that 
will surely draw everyone’s a;en5on. If a bold statement is 
what you need, that’s what Cicero delivers. 

Cicero Indigo



Cicero Iris Cicero Smoke Cicero Teal

Cicero Charcoal Cicero Sandbar Cicero Taupe



Grafton
If you are looking to make a statement, GraCon’s vivid colors 
and bold brush strokes are it. Abstract geometry created with 
a painterly effect will create a pop in any room. With GraCon, 
it’s go big or go home in seven luxe colorways.

Grafton Teal



Grafton Iris Grafton indigo Grafton Charcoal

Grafton SmokeGrafton TaupeGrafton Sandbar



Kappa
Kappa will become an instant favorite. A stylized fabric take on 
an unraveling scrim creates a truly cool texture. Offered in 13 
colorways from chic neutrals to deeply saturated shades.

Kappa Taupe



Kappa Indigo Kappa Iris Kappa Teal

Kappa Charcoal Kappa Sandbar Kappa Smoke



Kappa Shadow Kappa Glacier Kappa Canvas

Kappa Mist Kappa Slate Kappa Ice



Kami
Kami’s bold brush strokes create a striking combina5on of 
texture and geometry. Each show stopping colorway is 
accented with soC metallic accents and a hint of textured 
embossing.

Kami Smoke



Kami Indigo Kami Shadow Kami Charcoal

Kami GlacierKami SandbarKami Smoke



Okapi
Okapi’s fun, fresh, modern vibe is created with bold hand 
drawn strokes. All 6 exci5ng colorways radiate with 
pearlescent and metallic accents.

Okapi Indigo



Okapi Indigo Okapi Shadow Okapi Charcoal

Okapi GlacierOkapi SandbarOkapi Smoke



Oscilent
Oscilent boasts texture, shimmer, and movement in this 
dynamic collec5on. Sure to make a statement with a 
modern take on a geometric pa;ern.

Oscilent Majestic



Oscilent Oyster Oscilent Blond Oscilent Dove

Oscilent CosmicOscilent MicaOscilent Geode

Oscilent Marine Oscilent Citrine Oscilent Indigo



Otus
Up close, Otus is made up of layered, tonal brush strokes with 
strong metallic accents. But step back and find a striking 
hybrid texture. Otus is a true original in 6 awesome colorways.

Otus Smoke  



Otus Indigo Otus Shadow Otus Charcoal

Otus GlacierOtus SandbarOtus Smoke



Sorren
Sorren, an impacRul and innova5ve pa;ern that’s sure to 
be a head turner.  This vibrant ver5cal painterly effect is not 
shy with it’s pop of color and intensity. Sorren is sure to 
leave an impression with seven rich colorways.

Sorren Smoke



Sorren Iris Sorren Indigo Sorren Teal

Sorren Charcoal Sorren Sandbar Sorren Taupe



Tia
The Tia collec5on is chic and elegant in every rich colorway it 
offers. A beau5ful watercolor effect with a delicate metallic 
beading running throughout. Depending on the colorway, Tia 
can create a soC ambient mood, or be the star of the show.

Tia Indigo  



Tia Indigo Tia Shadow Tia Charcoal

Tia GlacierTia SandbarTia Smoke



Alto
Alto is a texture that can blend perfectly in any scheme. This 
tone on tone crossed hatched pa;ern is subtle and understated. 
And with 13 colorways, there is a color for every project.

Alto Brine 





Apricity
Apricity is an elegant faux woodgrain with a capital T for Texture. 
The collec5on’s richly colored pa;erns create a soC ambience or 
bold design statement in any interior project.

Apricity Patina  





Azon Denim

Azon
Azon creates the feel of a lovely raw linen. The beauty of this 
woven look is that it can easily be dressed up or dressed 
down. Applica5ons are endless. Azon is offered in 14 subtle, 
yet rich, colorways.





Back to Origins III
Back to Origins III is comprised of 
four handsome pa;erns that are 
reminiscent of gentleman’s sui5ng 
fabric. Pa;erns: Percale, Barre;, 
Chibs, and Knick offer fine, tweedy 
textures in strong neutral pale;es. 
These will add a refined strength in 
any scheme







Bourrée
Bourrée is a 5meless and dimensional grass cloth texture. A stylish way to 
add depth and color to any wall. From deep, rich jewel tones, to soothing 
neutrals, this layered woven texture is offered in 13 luxurious colorways.

Bourrée Cinder





Dynasty
Dynasty offers a sophis5cated backdrop in any room. 
It’s soC woven texture with pearlescent finish provides 
the founda5on for an elegant and classic space.

Dynasty Sangria





Emati
Ema5 is an organic texture with a soC metallic etching 
throughout. This tone on tone pa;ern creates a perfect 
combina5on of rus5c luxury.

Emati Dove





Jerrica
Jerrica is a monochroma5c texture with a delicate ver5cal 
stria5on. This pa;ern is offered in 15 tonal colorways.

Jerrica Majestic





Lampas
The modern simplicity of the Lampas collec5on will 
become a staple in your design library. This pa;ern with 
tonal cross-hatching is offered in 13 earthy colorways.

Lampas Amber





Opire Cayman

Opire
Opire’s small geometric embossing creates a fresh, modern 
vibe.  Each solid colorway is elevated with an all-over 
pearlescent shimmer.





Qizer
Qizer’s simple refined texture is sure to be a staple in every 
design library. This collec5on, with it’s ver5cal stria and 
pearlescent glow has endless interior possibili5es.

Qizer Ash  





Resonate
Resonate means to create a posi5ve feeling or vibra5on. 
The Resonate collec5on delivers just that with dimensional 
texture, metallic accents, and gorgeous colorways. Sure to 
become a favorite.

Resonate Dove





Sato
Sato is an opulent grasscloth weave that shimmers with 
metallics and pearlescent. This classic collec5on knows 
how to overstate the understated.

Sato Gun Metal





Zoxi
Zoxi really knows how to punch up a tone on tone texture. 
Zoxi has 9 contras5ng colorways on a linen embossing 
finished off with a metallic shimmer.

Zoxi Onyx




